stupid allocator might return extents with length = 0

Return allocated amount is non-zero though.

- Status changed from New to Pending Backport
  - Pull request ID set to 28945

- Backport set to mimic, luminous, nautilus

- Status changed from Pending Backport to Fix Under Review

- Status changed from Fix Under Review to Pending Backport

- Copied to Backport #40756: luminous: stupid allocator might return extents with length = 0 added
  - Resolved

- Copied to Backport #40757: nautilus: stupid allocator might return extents with length = 0 added
  - Resolved

- Copied to Backport #40758: mimic: stupid allocator might return extents with length = 0 added
  - Resolved

- Status changed from Pending Backport to Resolved
While running with --resolve-parent, the script "backport-create-issue" noticed that all backports of this issue are in status "Resolved".